Which gas do trees release and people breathe in? (correct answer, p.1)

What is the easiest way to reduce your ecological footprint? (correct answer, p.5)

If you live in Canada, the United States, or Western Europe, your household probably throws out a ton of garbage a year. True or false? (correct answer, p.16)

Name one resource the original settlers of Easter Island wasted. (correct answer, p.7)

What instrument does the Apollo 13 astronauts. (correct answer, p.26)

What is one easy way to break down and return to the soil in a couple of weeks. True or false? (correct answer, p.55)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which takes more energy to recycle – glass or plastic? (correct answer, p.32)

All plastic containers that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

Do twisted light bulbs (CFL) use more or less energy than regular light bulbs? (correct answer, p.32)

Which is the better choice: a paper bag, a plastic bag, or no bag? (correct answer, p.18)

Fill in the blank: The numbers found inside recycling symbols run from 1 to ___.(correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

Can aluminum cans be recycled over and over again? (correct answer, p.33)

What does "post-consumer" mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Give one example of pre-consumer recycled paper. (correct answer, p.31)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Who are the Great Lakes in aquarium water flushed down a toilet. True or false? (correct answer, p.64)

Name one country whose ecological footprint is bigger than its fair share. (correct answer, p.4)

What is compost? (correct answer, p.74)

What does "zero waste" mean? (correct answer, p.75)

What is pre-cycling? (correct answer, p.16)

What is one resource that saved the lives of the Apollo 13 astronauts. (correct answer, p.29)

What is one ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What are hunting falcons used for at a landfill site? (correct answer, p.42)

What is the fair share? (correct answer, p.60)

What is one easy way to break down and return to the earth – a plastic bag or a glass bottle? (correct answer, p.55)

Why can’t tint or hair be easily composted? (correct answer, p.37)

Batteries are toxic. True or false? (correct answer, p.52)

Why is long distance transport bad for the environment? (correct answer, p.35)

Why is long distance transport bad for the environment? (correct answer, p.35)

Is there such a thing as good garbage in landfills? (correct answer, p.44)

What does NIMBY stand for? (correct answer, p.46)

A littered tissue starts breaking down and returning to the soil in a couple of weeks. True or false? (correct answer, p.55)

A snail is a natural decomposer. Name another: (correct answer, p.62)

Zebra mussels first entered the Great Lakes in aquarium water flushed down a toilet. True or false? (correct answer, p.64)

A snail is a natural decomposer. Name another: (correct answer, p.62)

What is one resource that saved the lives of the Apollo 13 astronauts. (correct answer, p.29)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

Which takes more energy to recycle – glass or plastic? (correct answer, p.32)

Which takes more energy to recycle – glass or plastic? (correct answer, p.32)

What is one easy way to break down and return to the soil in a couple of weeks. True or false? (correct answer, p.55)

Name two R’s that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

What are hunting falcons used for at a landfill site? (correct answer, p.42)

Name two R’s that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

How many trees’ worth of paper does the average family use in one year? (correct answer, p.30)

How many trees’ worth of paper does the average family use in one year? (correct answer, p.30)

What is one easy way to break down and return to the earth – a plastic bag or a glass bottle? (correct answer, p.55)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

How is it better for the environment to "reduce" or "recycle"? (correct answer, p.18)

What does "reduce" or "recycle"? (correct answer, p.32)

Why do mongo Hyenas hunt? (correct answer, p.44)

What do mongo Hyenas hunt? (correct answer, p.44)

What is the fair share? (correct answer, p.60)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Give one example of pre-consumer recycled paper. (correct answer, p.31)

Give one example of pre-consumer recycled paper. (correct answer, p.31)

What is one resource that saved the lives of the Apollo 13 astronauts. (correct answer, p.29)

What is one resource that saved the lives of the Apollo 13 astronauts. (correct answer, p.29)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What is the best choice: a paper bag, a plastic bag, or no bag? (correct answer, p.18)

What is the best choice: a paper bag, a plastic bag, or no bag? (correct answer, p.18)

Fill in the blank: The numbers found inside recycling symbols run from 1 to ___.(correct answer, p.28)

Fill in the blank: The numbers found inside recycling symbols run from 1 to ___.(correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

How many trees’ worth of paper does the average family use in one year? (correct answer, p.30)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

What is the best choice: a paper bag, a plastic bag, or no bag? (correct answer, p.18)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

Can plastic jugs be made into fabric? (correct answer, p.28)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

What is one easy way to break down and return to the soil in a couple of weeks. True or false? (correct answer, p.55)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Name two R’s that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

What is the average family use in one year? (correct answer, p.30)

Name two R’s that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

Name two R’s that are stamped with a recycling symbol are recyclable. True or false? (correct answer, p.26)

What does SFC mean? (correct answer, p.27)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

What is the average family use in one year? (correct answer, p.30)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

What is the main ingredient in plastic? (correct answer, p.28)

What type of waste is the best type for composting? (correct answer, p.98)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)

Which gas in exhaust funnels from trees process? (correct answer, p.1)